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The role of ICT in the distribution grid management has long been minor compared to SCADA systems used for the management of large power plants and transmission grid
operation. However, with the rising amount of distributed and especially renewable energy resources, the need for ICT systems in the distribution grid for both measurement and
control becomes more obvious. One major challenge in distribution grid management is the fluctuating feed-in behavior of solar plants, wind power plants, and other electricity
generation units on the low-voltage level, like micro-CHP (micro cogeneration of heat and power). Uncontrolled feed-in without any compensation at the low and medium voltage
level can induce grid instability on these levels, and is expensive to compensate by large power plants on the high voltage level due to its high variability. In this poster we present
the idea of an integrative energy management of controllable plants, storage systems, and controllable appliances on the low voltage level, to compensate fluctuations in the feedin of renewable energy sources. We show the capabilities of this approach to level the residual load at the example of a windy summer day.
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In our approach we use the inherent flexibility of active components in the low voltage grid
to level the fluctuating renewable feed-in – thus balancing it locally, smoothing the residual
load, and minimizing the demand for externally supplied generation. Several ICT-based
solutions concerning metering, schedule generation, and control have to be coupled to take
into account the components’ immanent restrictions and the user requirements as well. We
present results for a sequential day-ahead planning approach and the first ideas for a
reactive integrative approach.
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We chose a given medium
voltage grid comprising 40
thousand households and
commercial properties. The
figure depicts the typical load
based on standardized load
profiles for a working day in
summer.
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In our scenario, about 50% of the total annual electric energy consumption
is supplied by wind energy converters (WEC) and photovoltaic plants (PV)
located in the medium and low voltage grid
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Systems based on renewable energy sources are considered “must-run”, meaning
their
electrical
feed-in
behavior is neither controlled
nor restricted except for
reasons of grid stability.

The uncontrolled and stochastically fluctuating feed-in behavior from WEC
and PV typically leads to a disturbed residual load—periods of light load and
heavy load alternate in short time intervals.
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3 Peak Shaving with CHP

Peak Shaving
Virtual clusters of CHP units
are scheduled grid oriented
by a central control unit
(e.g. at substation level).
Reactive scheduling can be
done based on effective
measured values and CHP
untis state information[4].
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Valley Filling
Electric vehicles control their
charging
actions
autonomously, but use actual grid
load prognoses to determine
the best charging slot. To
reduce synchrony, charging
probabilities
depend
on
historical load profiles.
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Virtual Appliances
Many appliances with similar
load shift forecasts group
themselves into a pool. This
compensates
individual
stochastic effects (e.g. user
interaction)
and
reduces
communication and computation requirements.

Using controllable CHP units
with thermal storages to
decouple electrical feed-in
from thermal demand, peaks
in the residual load (e.g.
during wind calms) can be
substantially reduced [1].
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However, the operating times of CHP units vary significantly from season to
season. In our example, about 40% of the total annual electric energy
consumption is supplied by CHP plants—most of it in the winter, so only
minor effects can be achieved on a summer day.
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In a next step, electric
vehicles (EV) are used to fill
20
“load valleys” by controlled
15
charging of their batteries in
10
times of light residual load
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Due to their typically high charging power, the residual load can be
significantly leveled. The remaining fluctuations are subject to demand side
management efforts controlling rather small appliances.
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Load Balancing with
Virtual Appliances
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Virtual appliances [1], e.g.
from cooling devices [2], are
used to shift consumption,
thus leveling the residual load
even further. The fluctuations
of the residual load have
mostly been compensated.
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